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Abstract 

As many automotive companies have moved towards a higher degree of variability in the product lines 

they offer their customers, a necessary need has emerged for so called feature dependency structures 

that are used to describe product feature dependencies and verify order validity. In this study, the 

possibility of using a node-link graph representation to visualize such a feature dependency structure 

and the associated affordances and limitations were investigated by the implementation of a case study 

at the Swedish automotive company Scania CV AB. Qualitative data gathering methods such as 

contextual inquiry and semi-structured interviews with employees were used to identify key tasks and 

issues involved in maintenance and analysis of Scania’s in-house feature dependency structure. These 

findings were used together with user-supported iterative prototyping to create a few visualization 

prototypes intended to provide support with performance of some of the identified tasks. User evaluation 

of the prototypes showed that a node-link graph representation was a viable solution to support users 

with structure maintenance, exhibiting the following affordances: structure exploration, overview and 

context. Furthermore, the major limitations of the tested representation were found to be lookup of 

specific information and access to detail. The findings of this study are expected to be of use for other 

automotive companies that employ a high degree of feature variability in their product lines through the 

use of complex feature dependency structures. 

Sammanfattning 

I samband med att flera fordonstillverkare gått över till att erbjuda en allt större grad av varians i de 

produktlinjer man erbjuder sina kunder så har ett nödvändigt behov uppstått av att ha regelverk som 

beskriver de beroenden som finns mellan produktegenskaper och verifierar att inkomna ordrar är giltiga. 

I den här studien så har möjligheten att visualisera den typen av regelverk med en så kallad ”node-link”-

graf samt de styrkor och svagheter som följer med en sådan representation undersökts genom en 

fallstudie på den svenska fordonstillverkaren Scania CV AB. Med hjälp av kvalitativa 

datainsamlingsmetoder som så kallad ”Contextual inquiry” och semistrukturerade intervjuer med 

anställda specialiserade på underhåll av Scanias egna egenskapsregelverk så kunde nyckeluppgifter och 

svårigheter relaterade till regelverket identifieras. Dessa upptäckter användes sedan tillsammans med 

användarcentrerat iterativt prototypande för att skapa ett antal visualiseringsprototyper avsedda att 

underlätta utförandet av några av de tidigare identifierade uppgifterna. Användarutvärdering av 

prototyperna visade att en visualisering baserad på en ”node-link”-representation var en gångbar lösning 

som kunde underlätta för användarna. Dess styrkor var att stödja utforskande av strukturen med bra 

överblick av innehållet och bibehållet sammanhang. Representation var dock svag när det gällde att 

stödja användaren i att leta upp specifik information och att tillhandahålla mer ingående detaljer. Dessa 

resultat förväntas vara användbara för andra fordonstillverkare som bygger sina produktlinjer på en hög 

grad av varians med hjälp av komplexa beroenderegelverk för produktegenskaper. 
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1 Introduction 
It has become increasingly common for companies to work with product feature variability in order to 

be able to get a competitive edge by providing their customers with a greater number of product options 

[1]. This means that instead of simply letting the customer choose between a certain number of product 

models, they can put together a model of their own. However, a greater degree of product variability 

necessitates good supporting systems that can keep track of all the dependency rules that enable the 

variability, often incorporated into Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) systems [2]. An example of 

such a PLM system is a set of expert systems for managing product configurations for computer 

hardware [3]. 

Another specific industry in which management of product feature variability is an important element 

is the automotive industry [4]. This is an industry where products are built out of thousands of different 

parts that are more or less dependent on each other. It is also an industry in which it is common to offer 

the customers a very wide selection of possible choices when they place an order. Some examples of 

choices a customer can make when they buy a new car are the color of the car, whether the seat 

upholstery should be made of leather or textiles and if the car should have automatic transmission or not. 

At some point in the production process it becomes necessary to verify that a specific configuration is 

valid, regardless of whether the configuration is done inside the company or by the customer. 

A prerequisite for execution of validity checks on product configurations is that the relevant dependency 

rules that define valid configurations are accurately described. However, the process of maintaining 

accuracy and integrity of a structure that contains several thousands of complex dependencies is clearly 

not a trivial one. Among the difficulties are for example implicit and often unintuitive dependencies that 

exist as a result of long chains of explicit dependencies, see Figure 1. Limited research has been done 

on the topic of how visualization could help ease this task. The study presented in this report was 

therefore set out to investigate if this process could be supported by a node-link graph visualization of 

the structure containing the dependency rules and what the affordances and limitations of such a 

visualization would be. This was done through a case study at Scania CV AB, a company which heavily 

emphasizes product feature variability as part of their business model. 

 
Figure 1: Modern vehicles consist of many thousands of different features and components (left) that due to for example 

physical or legal constraints depend on each other. Unintuitive implicit dependencies as a result of chains of explicit 

dependencies (right) are an example of the complexity associated with feature dependency structures for product variability. 

Photo credit (left): Aaron Tang [5], licensed by CC BY 2.0. The image has been cropped. 
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1.1 Problem Statement 
The topic investigated in this study is the possibility of using visualization to support maintenance work 

with the feature dependency structures that govern feature variability in primarily the automotive 

industry. Such structures are very common across the industry, and a solution that solves Scania’s 

problem can therefore be expected to be applicable for other manufacturers as well. In the end, an 

effective visualization solution is thereby also hopefully able to reduce unnecessary errors in both end 

customer orders and the manufacturing process, thus reducing waste of both time and resources in the 

industry as a whole. The specific research question used to investigate the problem can be found in Text 

box 1 below: 

A solution to the problem required examination of these sub-questions: 

1. What analysis tasks do users do when they perform maintenance on the structure? 

2. What requirements should be put on a visualization aimed at supporting the identified analysis 

tasks? 

1.2 Limitations 
I decided to limit the prototyping phase to low-fi prototypes on paper to be able to do several shorter 

iterations rather than a few big ones. This did however not allow any deeper focus on interaction. User 

interaction needs brought up in this report are therefore merely to be seen as suggestions for future 

implementations and studies. Furthermore, the developed prototypes used structure data from one 

specific point in time, thus leaving the temporal aspect of the structure data outside the scope of this 

study. Finally, the target group of the study was the previously mentioned group of employees called 

product coordinators. 

2 Background 
This chapter presents related works previously done on the topic and provides a description of the Scania 

environment, including the context of the VCR and how it works. 

2.1 Related Work 
Limited previous research has been made on visualization of dependency rules for product configuration. 

Schneeweiss and Botterweck investigated how the effect configuration decisions have on numerical 

attributes such as weight or cost could be visualized with flow maps [6]. Pleuss et al. presented a 

summary of different visualization techniques that either had been used previously for product 

configuration (including the previously mentioned paper) or which showed promise for further trials [7]. 

Most of the techniques presented in their paper were made from a global perspective by dealing with 

visualization of the entire dependency data set and focused on the specific task of providing support for 

configuration decisions. However, they did suggest that a global perspective was not necessarily 

preferable for all user tasks. 

What are the major affordances and limitations of a node-link graph style visualization aimed at 

supporting Scania product coordinators with analysis tasks required for maintenance of Scania’s 

Variant Combination Register?, 

where the Variant Combination Register (VCR) is the feature dependency structure that govern 

possible feature combinations for Scania products, the product coordinators are the Scania 

employees that work with maintenance of the structure and maintenance means to keep the structure 

effective, up to date and free of errors. 

 

Text box 1: The main research question of the study. 
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Pleuss and Botterweck also developed a tool for configuration, based on flow maps and a vertical tree 

layout similar to that used in many file system explorers [8]. They found that it could calculate and 

visualize configuration effects with satisfactory speed. Some possible visualization methods for feature 

dependency structures were suggested in a thesis by Ziyang [9], but he did not do any implementaions. 

None of these studies included a formal evaluation of usability with users. 

As discussed in the previous paragraph, most research effort in this area have been focused on supporting 

the specific act of configuration. Limited work has been done to investigate how a visualization of 

dependency rule structures could support the tasks of performing maintenance and analysis of said 

structures. One exception is the work of Tidstam and Malmqvist, who looked into how configuration 

rules are created and verified in a few companies in the automotive industry [10]. The main method of 

verification of the structure was found to be manual inspection. The findings of the study included issues 

with verification caused by implicit rules being created as a result of long chains of rules that affected 

each other and were difficult to overview, issues with overlapping conditions and issues with 

understanding why some options were not allowed together. Also mentioned was the fact that rules were 

currently visualized either by lists (Figure 2) or matrices (Figure 3). Their conclusion was that verifying 

that the rule set accurately described the intended end products was currently a complicated task. 

Tidstam and Malmqvist further researched the topic by comparing visualizations using matrices and 

lists [11]. They found that the chosen method of visualization influenced how rules were authored due 

to criteria for readability differing between the two. The matrix based solution was easier to read because 

it did not implement an OR operator, but it also meant that the number of rules had to be greater, which 

increased the size of the matrix. On the contrary, the list method resulted in a shorter list but with longer 

and more complicated rule statements that were more difficult to read and understand. In the end, they 

reported that the users preferred the more easily readable matrix visualization method. 

A matrix type visualization tool for both product feature and item rules was also developed by Tidstam 

et al. with the purpose of supporting rule creation and verification [12]. The tool combined visualization 

of rules for feature variability with visualization rules for which parts were assigned to each feature 

variant into one view. The purpose was to address the problem of dependency structure information 

being spread out across different interfaces by gathering all important details in one place. Its ability to 

support tasks such as verification of rule coverage and completeness was evaluated with regard to 

usability and produced a successful outcome. One weakness of the tool was that it did not explicitly 

present the actual formulations of the configuration rules to the users, which made it impossible for the 

users to manually inspect them. 

Figure 2: Matrix style visualization of variant combinations that are valid for the examined “a” family, from [9] and [10]. 

“X” marks the combination as the only valid choice while “O” marks it as one out of several valid choices. 

Variants for 

Family of 

Examination Variant Combinations

a1 b1  AND c1  AND NOT(a2  OR a3)

a2 b2  AND c2  AND NOT(a1  OR a3)

a3 c2  AND (b1  OR b2) AND NOT (a1  OR a2)

Figure 3: List style visualization of variant combinations that are valid for the examined “a” family, from [9] and [10].  

b1 b1 b2

c1 c2 c2

a1 X − −

a2 − − X

a3 − O O

Variant Combinations

Variants for 

Family of 

Examination
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Broonswort et al. addressed visualization of vehicle feature dependency structures from a perspective 

focusing on supporting the users’ understanding of geometric dependencies and constraints between 

vehicle parts [13]. The geometry was visualized by 3D models and the underlying constraints and 

dependencies by node-link graphs or trees. In the node-link graphs used, both parts and different types 

of constraints were mapped to nodes. The implementations created appeared promising, but no user 

testing confirming the suitability of the chosen representations was made. 

Going back to the summary of different visualization techniques mentioned in [7], one of the techniques 

declared by Pleuss et al. as interesting for use with product configuration is semantic node-link networks. 

In a semantic node-link network, the edges can be assigned to represent other types of relationships in 

addition to their inherent dependency relationships. Like ordinary node-link graphs, they are very good 

at emphasizing relationships between nodes, as opposed to other solutions that focus more on the relative  

sizes of the tree’s branches like Tree maps [14], Icicle plots [15] or cascading discs [16]. This makes 

them a good candidate for use in visualizations of feature dependency structures, since the dependency 

relationships between features and their variants are the most important characteristics of these 

structures. Pleuss et al. also pointed out that many of the techniques they presented had issues with cross-

cutting dependencies since they were created for visualization of trees rather than graphs, with semantic 

networks and Venn diagrams being two notable exceptions. This is also true for the above mentioned 

Tree maps, Icicle plots and cascading discs. 

2.2 The Scania Environment 
This section provides a description of the context in which the order process and feature dependency 

structure (the VCR) that governs Scania product feature variability is used inside Scania, and an 

explanation of how it works. 

2.2.1 The Order Process 
Similar to other companies that offer customers great freedom to tailor their order to their specific needs, 

one of Scania’s biggest selling points is the large amount of different customization choices available to 

the customer. Within the company, this is all supported by several different data structures that together 

keep track of valid feature combinations and necessary parts through the order process. 
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Figure 4: Scania’s order process, from the Technical Specification (TS) to the finished product. 

Here follows a brief explanation of the order process pictured in Figure 4: 

1. The Technical Specification (TS) is the document that holds information about all the choices 

available to the customer and for which other choices they are valid. This is key to how the 

Translated Code Register(TCR) and the Variant Combination Register (VCR) are constructed. 

2. The customer makes their choices. 

3. A salesman helps the customer place their order. 

4. The order is then broken down in the TCR into a larger number of feature codes that represent 

the chosen feature variants that are implied from the customer choices. The TCR also executes 

an initial check of the order and supplements it with some additional feature codes. 

5. After that, the entire order is run through the VCR, which both checks that the chosen feature 

variants are compatible with each other and further supplements the order with feature codes 

that contain information necessary for building the vehicle. Such a supplementary feature code 

can be for example the position of the silencer; the customer does not get to choose exactly 

where on the frame it should be placed. It is instead automatically decided depending on which 

other components are chosen and their size and positions. 

6. Next, the order is run through the design structure (KS) which translates the feature codes into 

actual parts. 

7. The finished list of parts is handed off to MONA which is a collection of systems that manage 

product descriptions. One of these systems, MONA Assembly, creates instructions for how the 

vehicle should be assembled at the assembly line. 

8. The product is built at the assembly line. 

9. Finally, the product is delivered to the customer. 

This study is limited mainly to the RTM (Vehicle Layout and Description) section of Scania and they 

work with the TCR, VCR and KS. As the primary focus of this study, VCR will be explained in depth 

below. 

2.2.2 The VCR structure 
The VCR structure contains several thousand features codes, so called Functional Product Characteristic 

(FPC) codes. Each FPC represents a component feature, for example gas tank size. For each feature 

there are several variants that detail the different options available to choose from for that feature; in the 

gas tank example the options are the different tank sizes. 
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The above mentioned variants are structured as nodes in a large tree. Each node may have a list of 

conditions in the form of other variant nodes that must be chosen in order for that variant node to be a 

valid selection. The tree structure together with the conditions form a graph of related FPCs. Every 

specific vehicle ordered has its own list of FPCs that specify all the feature variants it consists of. To 

check if the specification of a specific truck is valid, it is run through the VCR. The evaluation proceeds 

as a breadth-first traversal of the tree, both checking current feature codes against the conditions in the 

nodes and supplementing the specification with additional feature codes when necessary. 

All conditions are described in a positive manner, which means that the structure only holds information 

about which combinations are valid and not about which combinations are invalid. Also, if a feature 

code is not mentioned at all in the conditions for another feature code, then the variant selection for that 

feature code does not matter. So if for example the condition for feature code 1234 does not mention 

feature code 4321 at all, that means that 1234 is valid for all variant choices for 4321. 

Two different systems are used to work with the VCR structure, an old mostly text-based system called 

Aros and a newer system with a more graphical user interface called OAS. Scania is currently in the 

process of migrating Aros functionality to OAS. This study will not go into deeper detail about OAS, 

both because of practical reasons regarding system access and because users are generally more 

comfortable with the older system. 

In Figure 5, the layout of the Aros screen that displays the conditions for a particular feature code (in 

this case 3045A) are shown. The conditions for a feature code can consist of several alternative 

conditions, such as “Villkor: 2” in the figure, of which one needs to be valid in order for the feature code 

of interest to be a valid choice. Inside each alternative condition, feature codes are organized in a tree 

structure where the depth of a node is both displayed with a number (column “Niv”) and shown by 

dotted indentation of the feature code of the node (column “Variantkod”). The names of both the feature 

code and variant are also shown to the right. 

When determining if an alternative condition is valid, the system uses AND between feature family 

codes on the same level and XOR between variants on the same level. In Figure 5 this means that for 

alternative 2 (Villkor 2) to be valid, either 1405 A or B must be chosen, in addition to 2452B. If 1405A 

is chosen, then 68A is also necessary, which in turn makes 3815A and 1164B necessary as well. 

Figure 5: The conditions view for feature code 3054A in the Aros system. Either one of two alternatives labelled “Villkor: 2” 

and “Vilkor: 3” needs to be valid. Condition level is displayed in the column “Niv” and also shown by indentation by dots in 

the “Variantkod” column. For feature codes with the same number on the same level, exactly one of the variant letters must 

be selected. 
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3 Methods 
The main purpose of this study was to investigate what affordances and limitations a visualization used 

to support VCR maintenance work would have. An effort was therefore made to create a proof-of-

concept visualization prototype and evaluate it. This required an understanding of why a visualization 

would be helpful and what purpose it would fill. Since requirements were unknown beforehand, this 

study was performed in an explorative manner and research methods that focused on gathering and 

analysis of qualitative data were used. 

The first step was to perform an initial pilot study to gather information about the structure to be 

visualized and to identify user target group and other information necessary to plan the study. Based on 

the pilot study, I planned observations/contextual inquiry in the RTMC (Truck Chassis Product 

Coordination) team for the first part of the study to see how work with the VCR was normally executed. 

The discoveries I made during that stage were then used to form interview questions to delve deeper 

into certain topics or to cover gaps in the previously gathered data. Finally, I analyzed all data with the 

thematic analysis method and used the themes to begin iterative prototyping. 

3.1 Pilot Study 
To test methods and equipment and get an initial idea about the systems being investigated, I performed 

a pilot study. It consisted of informal observation, demonstrations and interviews with the thesis 

supervisor at Scania and casual conversation with other employees. Some written documentation about 

working procedures and systems inside Scania was also included. 

One important discovery from the pilot study was that the Aros system was not the only system for 

working with the VCR, in fact only about half of the work was made in Aros. The rest of the VCR 

related work was made in OAS which was a newer system that they were gradually migrating to. During 

observations and contextual inquiry, some extra attention was therefore paid to taking notes on when 

and how the two systems were used. This information was important in order to know what to focus on 

during the later stages of the study. 

Another key takeaway was that both newly hired employees and very senior employees were two 

different groups that seemed to have particular problems or points to talk about that related to the amount 

of experience they had had with the structure. Furthermore, it was discovered that VCR related tasks 

were only one part of the many tasks RTMC employees had, so observation would have to be planned 

on the go depending on the relevant work coming in. I also found that the assignment of VCR related 

tasks to employees was an important factor for determining participants for the observation part of the 

study. 

3.2 Participant Selection 
The user group targeted in this project was set to mainly include the RTMC section of Scania to limit 

the scope of the study and instead allow a focus on greater depth of gathered data. This section is 

involved with working with the VCR structure as a part of their normal work tasks and they frequently 

both add to and access data in the structure. In addition to RTMC, some employees from other sections 

were also interviewed to give a better idea of how work in RTMC affects them and if and how a 

visualization could be of wider use in the organization. There were two people from RTMP (Truck 

Product Coordination), one from YDMP (Operational Performance), one from RTLR (Chassis 

Components Rear), one from UTSB (Product Data Management Processes and Systems) and one from 

RTMG (Geometry Assurance and Testing). In total, 22 employees participated in the initial user study, 

14 in one-on-one interviews and the remaining 8 in observation sessions. 

Based on the brief summary of sampling methods for participant selection for user studies by Preece et 

al [17], I chose to use a combination of convenience and volunteer sampling for this study. Statistical 

analysis of gathered data would not be of interest because of the relatively low number of participants 
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and the primarily qualitative nature of data to be gathered, thus decreasing the importance of randomness 

in the participant selection. However, one important categorization of users was identified during the 

pilot study: employees with differing levels of experience with working with the VCR. Because of this, 

I made an effort to invite employees with different amount of experience to participate. 

As previously mentioned in section 3.1, the fact that VCR related tasks were coming in to the department 

by e-mail sporadically and were assigned to different employees also affected the participant selection 

decision. 

3.3 Contextual Inquiry 
During the first stage of the user study, I performed contextual inquiry in the RTMC department, which 

meant that I sat down with the participants and both observed the work they were doing and discussed 

it with them. The goal was to understand what the employees worked with and how, with focus on work 

tasks related to the VCR structure. Contextual inquiry was chosen since it enables the researcher to ask 

the participants about tasks, procedures and other phenomena being observed which improves 

understanding of user thought processes and issues [18]. This may be extra useful when the researcher 

lacks previous knowledge about the domain. Contextual inquiry is also mentioned by Preece et al. as a 

suitable method for finding requirements [17], which also made the method a good choice both to help 

answer the research question and to prepare the prototyping phase. 

Every participant was first briefed about the goal of the project and the reason for the observation to 

take place before they signed the consent form. They were then asked to provide some basic information 

about their experience with VCR before the session started. The degree of observer participation varied 

depending on the participant, some gladly explained everything they were doing and their motivations 

while some preferred to focus on their work and just be observed passively. 

No audio was recorded during the observation/contextual inquiry sessions due to the employees being 

located in an open office landscape. Hence gathered data consisted only of notes taken by me and the 

occasional screenshot submitted by the participants. After each session, I noted down additional 

reflections and then transcribed all the material. When necessary I also clarified some points. 

3.4 Interviews 
Interviews were used in the second stage of the user study to further explore some topics that were found 

to be relevant during the pilot study and observations. Invitations were emailed to potential participants 

with a brief introduction to the project and the reason for interviews being held and them being invited. 

This introduction was then repeated at the start of each interview, after participants had signed the 

consent form. 

A semi-structured interview setup with open questions was chosen to keep the interview reasonably 

focused on topics of interest for the study while still allowing users to bring up topics they found relevant 

or to delve deeper into certain questions. One hour was allocated for each interview, but most interviews 

ended before the time was up, when the participant felt like they had nothing more to contribute. The 

entire interview was recorded unless the participants had opted out of audio recording when they signed 

the consent form. In addition to the audio recordings, notes were also taken during each session. 

The interview questions were divided into three parts. The questions of the first part were aimed at 

getting to know the participant’s background, so I asked about their department, experience level and 

work tasks to easier be able to further adapt the questions for them. It also helped the participants to feel 

at ease, most people had no trouble answering this part of the interview. The second part contained 

questions about their experience with working with the VCR; what they thought was the most 

challenging aspects both for themselves and for new employees, and how they felt the existing computer 

systems aided them in their work. Finally, in the third part the participants were asked about their own 
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expectations and suggestions on a possible visualization of the VCR structure. Not all questions were 

asked of all participants, depending on their previous experience with VCR. 

3.5 Thematic Analysis 
Due to its flexibility, I chose the Braun and Clarke approach to Thematic Analysis [19] for analysis of 

the qualitative data gathered through observations, contextual inquiry and interviews. 

Considering the explorative nature of the study, the use of pre-existing themes would be difficult and 

therefore an inductive approach was used to build the themes based on the data. The analysis was 

moreover mostly semantic, using the actual content of the observation and interview transcripts for 

coding rather than any interpretations of latent meanings. 

Furthermore, the thematic analysis was performed with the intention of providing a description of the 

entire data set rather than to focus on a specific topic. This was done in part because the scope of the 

data was narrowed down already during the data gathering phase through selective observation and semi 

structured interviews, and in part because it was unknown what topics would be of interest. 

3.6 Iterative Prototyping 
After I had gathered and analyzed all the qualitative data, I used a phase of iterative prototyping with 

formative evaluation to develop prototypes to both verify previously discovered needs and to identify 

new ones. I also wanted to explore how to fulfill them and get a better idea of the necessary requirements. 

All prototypes were in the form of fairly detailed low-fidelity sketches on sheets of paper. Formative 

evaluation sessions did nevertheless result in much feedback on different types of interaction that the 

users felt would be either necessary or could enhance the visualization. 

The formative evaluation sessions were done in an informal manner where participants were invited 

entirely depending on their availability, with the purpose of acquiring quick feedback on a short notice. 

The number of participants in each session varied between one and three, but the goal was to have at 

least two participants attend each session in order to promote more of a creative group discussion. In 

total, seven different users participated during the formative evaluation in different constellations. 

During each session, participants were first showed one or several sketches and got the opportunity to 

try to interpret what they saw and explain their opinions or provide general comments on it. I then 

explained the motivation and my thought process for each design, opening up for free discussion about 

benefits, disadvantages and ideas for improvements. This approach made it possible to, to some extent, 

gauge how difficult a particular design was to understand before it was explained. 

4 Results 
This section presents the results of both the initial user study (contextual inquiry and interviews) and the 

iterative prototyping. 

4.1 Initial User Study 
In order to be able to analyze whether the gathered data varied depending on the participant’s amount 

of experience with the VCR structure or not, I coded and summarized the gathered data per participant. 

Following the thematic analysis approach, a code is a keyword assigned to one or several lines of 

transcribed data. These code summaries were then further used to create a summary of distinct codes 

for all the participants in the study, containing 64 codes in total. 

From the final 64 codes, four different themes were created: Application Areas, Tasks, Elements and 

Support. I considered the first three themes to be of primary importance to the visualization task, and 

the Support theme of secondary importance. Codes which were deemed to not be particularly relevant 

for the visualization task but still perhaps relevant to Scania were grouped together as miscellaneous. 

Below follows descriptions of each theme and lists of the included codes. 
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4.1.1 Application Areas 
I grouped general application areas together in this theme. They give a good indication of the many 

areas of use a well-made visualization could have. 

 Areas of responsibility 

 Support for the user’s own work 

 Training and education 

 Communication 

 Cooperation 

4.1.2 Tasks 
The entries in this theme are different types of analysis tasks or problems that a visualization could 

potentially help solve. In total, 10 tasks were identified from the user responses. 

 Understanding feature code relationships 

A basis for being able to perform any type of work with the VCR efficiently was found to be 

the ability to understand how different feature codes related to each other and why. A solution 

successful in supporting this task would therefore automatically help toward supporting 

several other tasks as well. 

 Analyzing rule coverage 

A common task is to analyze whether the conditions in the structure completely cover all the 

necessary features and variants. This is especially important for technically complemented 

feature codes since an order should not be able to go through the VCR without getting a valid 

variant selected for each complemented feature code required. 

 Over specification 

In order to keep the structure as concise as possible, it is preferable to avoid over specification, 

which means that more conditions than necessary are used to describe a dependency. Over 

specification of the structure may also lead to unforeseen future problems as features are 

added or removed. 

 Configuration 

The act of configuration was often cited by participants as something complicated that could 

be improved with better visual aids, even though this is a task that is not primarily performed 

by product coordinators since it is not directly related to structure maintenance. 

 Verification 

All work done in the VCR needs to be verified to limit errors to the highest extent possible. A 

big part of the product coordinators’ work is therefore to continuously verify that what they 

built corresponds with what they intended to build. 

 Problem identification 

Related to verification of changes made to the VCR, trying to find problematic structure areas 

before problems occur is also something that product coordinators work with. 

 Preferable analysis entry point 

Several participants mentioned that it often was difficult to determine the best point of entry 

for structure analysis. Many FPC codes are present in several places in the structure, so they 

need to for example decide which place would be the most optimal to start from when 

building new conditions or where an error most likely occurred. 

 Error signals 

When an error occurs, it is the product coordinators’ job to analyze why and where in the 

structure it originated and how to correct it. 

 Code occurrence 

A commonly cited difficulty was to know which feature codes were present where in the 

structure, especially for structure areas that the participant did not work with on a day-to-day 
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basis. Knowledge of common feature codes in a structure area was brought up as an important 

factor for more efficient error analysis, among other things. 

 Modularization 

The VCR structure has previously not been very modularized, which means that similar or 

identical conditions are repeated in different parts of the structure. However, Scania now 

wants to move toward a more modularized structure, something which requires a large degree 

of structure analysis. 

4.1.3 Elements 
This theme consists of different elements or properties of the VCR structure associated with difficulties 

that were frequently brought up by participants. Most of the elements in this group were such that 

mapping them to visual entities in the visualization would be possible. 

 Chained conditions – It is difficult to understand and follow long chains of conditions. It is 

also hard to know when to stop following a condition chain, how far is enough? 

 System logic and evaluation – How does the evaluation work? When will the system use AND, 

when will it use OR? 

 Structure levels – Which level is a feature code introduced on? Which level should new 

structure be built on? 

 Component areas – How are feature codes inside a particular component area connected to 

each other? Which feature codes are important? How are different component areas connected 

together? 

 Response feature codes – The feature codes which have to be answered by the customer when 

an order is placed. 

 Technically complemented feature codes – Feature codes which are automatically assigned 

to a truck depending on which response feature codes have been chosen. 

 Times – Times are important for introduction and discontinuation of features and parts and can 

often be very complex. Misaligned introduction times can cause issues for the introduction order 

in new projects that depend on each other. 

 Provisions – A common task includes analyzing why the specification for an individual truck 

is invalid by applying the truck’s specification as a provision in the system and investigating 

where in the structure the error originates from. 

 Variants – A good understanding of what variants are and how they are used in the structure is 

necessary for efficient structure management. 

 Long conditions – Long conditions are difficult to piece together and understand in their 

entirety. 

 S orders – Special orders which deviate from the normal set of orders allowed. 

 CO – Special structure parts used for S orders. 

4.1.4 Support 
This category grouped together codes that were not directly related to the goals of the visualization but 

could still be important to take into consideration when prototyping and for further understanding of 

user interaction with the VCR. 

 Systems 

o Aros 

o OAS 

 Underlying documents 

o TS (Technical Specification) 

o PD (Product Data Document) 

o Blueprints 
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4.1.5 Miscellaneous 
Remaining codes that were found to be unrelated to the creation of a visualization but that possibly 

contained interesting information for Scania were grouped together. These are not further described in 

the report: product knowledge, error proneness, responsibility, legal requirements, stress, parts and 

secretarial tasks. 

4.1.6 Experience Related Occurrences 
The pilot study suggested that users with different level of experience could offer different perspectives 

on the VCR structure and experience different issues. To investigate what these issues could be, the 

participant data from five each of the least and most experienced VCR users was compared to the rest 

(12 people). The results were two sets of topics that were brought up more frequently by the respective 

groups than by the entire participant population. 

4.1.6.1 Least Experienced 

As could perhaps be expected, newly hired people had more issues with more basic aspects of the VCR 

structure and their work tasks in general. Some issues that were more often highlighted by them than 

the rest of the participants were: 

 Trouble understanding system and evaluation logic 

 More insecure about feature codes and their properties 

 Difficulties with underlying documents, such as which one to use and how to translate them into 

VCR entries 

 More concerned with their own areas of responsibility and parts of the structure as opposed to 

the overall picture 

 More comfortable using OAS than Aros 

4.1.6.2 Most Experienced 

Conversely, the senior VCR users were as expected not particularly concerned with basic aspects of the 

VCR. Four different points stood out compared to the rest of the participants: 

 Times and time management in the structure were repeatedly mentioned as one of the most 

complex aspects of the VCR 

 More focus on the overall picture than on certain parts of the structure 

 A greater interest in best practice solutions for structure construction 

 More comfortable using Aros than OAS 

4.2 Primary Tasks and New Limitations 
As the thematic analysis resulted in several themes with many different topics, I decided to focus on the 

“Tasks” theme when I decided a starting point for the prototyping phase. It made sense since it contained 

key information on what users possibly wanted and needed to use the visualization for. Task priority 

order for the prototyping phase was decided together with a few experienced employees and the Scania 

thesis supervisor in order to concentrate the effort into making higher quality solutions for the most 

essential tasks. We also decided to at this stage focus on supporting the product coordinators’ own work 

rather than any of the other application areas such as communication or education. 

The chosen primary tasks in priority order were: 

1. Understanding feature code relationships 

2. Coverage analysis 

3. Problem identification 

4. Modularization 
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However, a conclusion was that “Understanding feature code relationships” was such a fundamental and 

important task that a solution supporting this task would automatically contribute to supporting several 

of the other tasks as well. Furthermore, many of the elements linked to these three tasks were on a local 

level rather than a global, which led to the conclusion that it would be better to also focus the 

visualization on a more local level by starting out from a single feature code and variant.  

Additionally, it was decided that the issues more common to the most newly hired employees should 

not be a top priority, for example understanding of feature code properties or system logic, since such 

basic skills were something employees were expected to learn fairly quickly and most employees 

remained at the department long enough for the learning period to be considered to be of less importance.  

4.3 Prototyping 
Since understanding of feature code relationships was the first of the four primary tasks and node-link 

graph representations are well suited for displaying relationships between data points, I decided to base 

my initial designs on such a representation. As mentioned in the related works section, Pleuss et al. had 

suggested that semantic node-link graphs could be worth to investigate further [7]. I did however not 

see any need for representation of relationships between nodes other than their inherent dependency 

relationships, so I decided to instead just use a simple node-link graph layout. This kind of representation 

was also not widely used in previous research for the purpose of supporting maintenance of feature 

dependency structures, which made it an even more interesting representation to investigate. 

From the initial user study elements, I selected the ones that appeared to be most relevant to the chosen 

primary tasks since they would be important to consider for the prototypes. 

 Chained conditions 

 Structure levels 

 Component Areas 

 Response feature codes 

 Technically complemented feature 

codes 

 Provisions 

 Variants 

 Long conditions 

I did however decide to not try to include all of them from the start since that would make formative 

evaluation of each solution more complicated. I also wanted to start off by keeping the prototypes at a 

local level, so I consulted the Scania supervisor and one of the expert users about a suitable feature code 

to use as a starting point. 
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In total, six iterations were made. Length and content of each iteration was not planned beforehand, but 

rather decided on the go depending on access to participants and the nature of the feedback obtained 

during previous iterations. In total, about 80 sketches were made. Of these, 35 included any significant 

changes. A graph providing an overview of those 35 sketches and the iterations they were created in can 

be found in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6: An overview showing the flow of sketches during the iterative prototyping phase of the study. The  seven sketches 

inside red boxes can be found in section 4.3.2 of this report and the six sketches marked by green boxes were the final sketches 

used for the evaluation and can also be found in this report in section 4.3.3. Sketch numbering is loosely based on a notion of 

concepts: the first digit represents a change big enough to be called a new concept, while the rest of the digits in the sketch 

number represent smaller changes to the same concept. 
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4.3.1 The Basic Visual Mappings 
The first sketch, 1.1, was designed to on a local level mirror the information presented in the condition 

view for one feature code from Aros, see Figure 7. The feature code and variant of examination is placed 

in the middle and the feature codes that make up the first level of the condition for the chosen feature 

code are mapped to nodes placed in clockwise order around it. As per the structure logic, a valid variant 

selection for each of these first level codes is required for 392D to be valid, so the edges can be said to 

represent a “requires” relation directed outwards. Variants that have no further conditions are denoted 

by their variant letter being placed beneath the code they belong to. Variants that have further conditions 

on them branch outward, with the affected variant letter denoted along the edge. In Figure 7, this means 

for example that feature code 37 with variant A, C or E is required for 392D to be valid. If variant E is 

used to fulfil this condition, feature code 41 with variant B or D is also required. 

 
Figure 7: Sketch 1.1, which represents the conditions that need to be met in order for feature code 392D to be a valid choice, 

with variants denoted along the edges or beneath the nodes. Customer choices are displayed in blue and technically 

complemented feature codes are displayed in orange. 

Grouping of variant letters with identical outcomes together also serves to offer a partial solution to the 

element of very long condition chains which users reported were difficult to overview. In both the Aros 

and OAS systems, each variant would require one line each, resulting in many separate pages to scroll 

through. Furthermore, graph nodes are color coded depending on if they are response feature codes (blue) 

or technically complemented codes (orange). 

4.3.2 The Prototyping Process 
During the prototyping process, many different concepts were explored. They did mostly adhere to the 

general basics presented in chapter 4.3.1, with smaller changes adding new features or correcting issues, 

but a few slightly different sketches were also made. Some examples of sketches made during the 

iterative process will be presented in this chapter. 

Notably, one of the participants in the first feedback session explained that the circular graph 

representation with condition branches going outward did not match with his internal view of the VCR 
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conditions. Instead, he said that he imagined the first level conditions forming pathways toward the 

feature code/variant of examination, pathways that would be complete if the condition was fulfilled. 

Inspired by that way of thinking, I tried to do a few sketches using that analogy. For example sketch 3.2 

(Figure 8), in which the first level feature codes of the condition are placed along the top, forming 

pathways down to the feature code/variant of examination placed at the bottom. 

The basic mappings are almost the same, with the difference that variants also have nodes of their own 

instead of just being placed along the edges or beneath the feature code nodes. Additionally, I introduced 

a first kind of error highlighting to further emphasize the pathway aspect of the design. Valid condition 

branches are colored green, problematic branches red and valid but affected branches yellow. In Figure 

8, the highlighted issue is that 1165B has been chosen, which requires 2973B to also be chosen. But, as 

can be seen in the yellow branches, A is already the chosen variant for 2973. In order for 392D to become 

valid, one of those two variant choices would need to be changed. 

 
Figure 8: Demonstration of a provision conflict being highlighted in sketch 3.2. Condition pathways in green marks a valid 

selection of feature codes and variant included in the applied selection. An existing error point due to conflicting variant 

choices in the provision is marked in red, causing the both entire pathway and code of interest to be marked red to indicate 

that they are not valid. Other pathways that are themselves valid but that contains the code causing the error are marked in 

yellow. 
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The pathway styled set of sketches was not popular at all with the participants. Not even the participant 

who had inspired the idea liked it very much, despite his confirmation that it was consistent with what 

he had imagined. Some concerns were that it had a lot of unnecessary lines which made it cluttered and 

that it was difficult to read because of the dendrogram styled vertical spacing between nodes. A few 

adjustments later in another iteration, I ended up with sketch 4.2 which is essentially an ordinary node-

link tree, see Figure 9. This was much better received by the participants than the pathway sketches and 

was also considered to be slightly easier to read than the circular layouts. However, due to the small 

difference in readability, and more prominent issues with addition of more feature codes on demand in 

the same amount of space, this idea was not further focused on as a main concept. 

 

Figure 9: Sketch 4.2 which is basically an ordinary node-link tree. Like in sketch 3.2, variants are here mapped to nodes of 

their own. 
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At one point, users also requested more visibility of which level in the condition a feature code or variant 

was placed, similar to how it could easily be found in Aros. This was investigated with a set of sketches 

like sketch 2.3.2 in Figure 10, in which the condition levels are alternatingly colored. This was however 

also a concept that was dismissed after participants realized that this was actually not as useful as they 

had thought it would be. The reason was that they never had a reason to compare condition level of 

feature codes in different branches. In Aros the levels were important in order to see which condition 

branch a feature code belonged to, but in the sketch this information was already easily readable from 

the graph structure itself. 

 
Figure 10: In sketch 2.3.2, each condition level is circled so that feature codes that appear on the same level can be more easily 

identified. The levels are also made more visible thanks to alternating coloring. 
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Another topic that was explored during the prototyping phase was how to handle alternative conditions 

in the visualization. Recall chapter 2.2.2, where alternative conditions were explained to be separate sets 

of conditions for a feature code, of which one had to be valid. Drawing these as several disconnected 

graphs would not have helped to provide a coherent view of feature code dependency relationships. I 

therefore tried a few different solutions. The one that turned out to be the best was to, if possible, find a 

common denominator between the alternative conditions and use it to draw all the alternatives as one 

single graph. Refer to Figure 10 for an example of this process. 

 

Figure 11: The four alternative conditions for feature code 4810E (marked in yellow in the upper graphs) redrawn as one 

combined graph (lower graph) based on the common denominator feature code 4329. 
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I also wanted to see if the users could benefit from seeing a feature code’s combined conditions for all 

of its variants. In the sketch drawn for this purpose (8.1) I therefore mapped each variant of the feature 

code of examination (392 in this case) to a color, see Figure 12. Participants found it to be very 

fascinating but could not figure out a real situation in which it could be useful for a response feature 

code like 392. They did however request to see something similar for a technically complemented 

feature code. 

 
Figure 12: Sketch 8.1. Conditions for all active variants for feature code 392 drawn as one single graph. Each variant is color 

coded to make it possible to distinguish from the others. 

Beside the feedback received from the participants during the formative evaluation sessions, I also 

received some feedback from Arianit Kurti of the Interactive Institute and Johan Franzén from Infviz 

AB. 

Arianit’s feedback was to consider adding descriptive text in place of or in addition to the feature codes 

and variant letters to make it easier to understand for a person without expert knowledge, adding some 

sort of view providing context for the particular condition currently being examined (for example an 

image of a vehicle with the relevant component highlighted) and thinking about the possibility of adding 

sound. He also mentioned that he thought the different representation styles were only a matter of 

personal preference that could be easily switched between in the final product. 

Johan mentioned the importance of keeping a history for the user so they could easily go back and forth 

when using the visualization. He also thought it would be a good idea to show the difference between 

graphs for example by using layers and that an interesting feature could be to allow users to test new 

structure by adding new feature codes to the graph and observing the effect it would have. 
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4.3.3 The Final Sketches 
I chose one sketch from iteration five and five from iteration six to use for the evaluation. Those will be 

presented here. 

The first one (2.7.1 in Figure 13) is very similar to the very first sketch I made, sketch 1.1. Both feature 

codes and variants are mapped to nodes, and feature code type is indicated by color. Additionally, all 

feature code nodes are labelled with their structure introduction level above the feature code number 

and their name beneath the node. It also features a demonstration of error highlighting/support for 

problem identification: The level number of code 1258 in the upper right corner is colored red to warn 

the user of a potential level problem (1258 is introduced further down in the structure than 392 which 

will therefore be evaluated first). 

 
Figure 13: Sketch 2.7.1. The first sketch to be used in the final evaluation with feature code type, code name and structure 

introduction level displayed. 
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The second final sketch, 6.1.3 (Figure 14), is also very similar to 2.7.1 but without names or level 

numbers. The main features demonstrated are provisions and further conditions that can be 

incrementally requested. It also implements the common denominator alternative condition solution 

from sketch 5.2. For provisions, the idea is that all feature codes not included in the applied provision 

are grayed out to make it easier for the user to read relevant information without a loss of context. The 

areas with differently colored background are condition graphs for the specific variants that have been 

“expanded”, for example the conditions for 4810E to be valid (left part of the graph). This entire 

functionality is an attempt to let users follow chains of conditions. Feature code 4810E also happens to 

be a feature code which in Aros consists of several alternative conditions but here has been redrawn 

with the common denominator, see Figure 11. 

 
Figure 14: The second sketch that was used in the final evaluation, sketch 6.1.3. It demonstrates functionality allowing the user 

to request to see conditions for individual variants in the original graph (areas with background color). It also shows how a 

provision can be used to gray out unimportant parts of the structure. 
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Third was sketch 2.7.2 (Figure 15) which matches 2.7.1 in design. It functioned as a reference sketch 

for the expanded area of sketch 6.1.3 during the evaluation. 

 
Figure 15: The third sketch (2.7.2) used in the final evaluation, showing names and structure introduction levels for the 

extended part of the graph in Figure 14. 

The fourth sketch (2.6) was a combination of the error highlighting presented in sketch 3.2 and the 

circular graph layout, see Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16: The fourth final sketch used in the evaluation, sketch 2.6. It displays conflict highlighting in the circular graph. The 

problematic feature code is marked in red and other affected instances of the same code in yellow. 
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The fifth sketch, 8.2.2, was made for supporting analysis of coverage and can be seen in Figure 17. It 

employs the same type of color-based mapping as sketch 8.1, together with a warning alerting the user 

to the possibility that the existing conditions may not result in a valid variant of the feature code of 

examination being chosen by the VCR for each order. In this case, 2253F is not part of any of the 

conditions for 6313’s variants, so an order that has F as the chosen variant for 2253F will not be able to 

get a valid variant selection for 6313. 

 
Figure 17: The fifth sketch (8.2.2) that was included in the final evaluation, showing all the variants for feature code 6313 

including a listing of variants that are missing and thus possibly will result in lesser than 100% coverage. 

Finally, the sixth sketch, 8.2.3, was also a reference sketch that provided name and feature code types 

for 8.2.2 during the evaluation. See Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18: Sketch 8.2.3, which was the sixth sketch used in the final evaluation and it displayed names and types of the feature 

codes in the sketch in Figure 17. 
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4.3.4 Identified Functionality Requirements 
Based on the prototyping phase, a few requirements that should be put on a visualization of the VCR in 

order for it to support the primary tasks from chapter 4.2 were found. These are presented below. 

 Differentiate feature code types from each other 

Being able to tell which feature codes were response codes and which codes were technically 

complemented was found to be a very useful functionality. It was also found to be important 

to be able to tell feature codes complemented already in TCR from codes complemented later 

in VCR. 

 Make it possible to follow condition chains 

Being able to follow a condition chain by requesting further conditions for a feature code and 

variant step by step was found to be a possibly very powerful tool to understand code 

relationships. 

 Show structure introduction level of codes 

Building structure at the correct level in VCR was found to be important in order to avoid 

unnecessary level related evaluation errors. Providing a level indication together with the 

structure itself was found to be useful towards this cause. 

 Show both code and variant names 

Both Aros and OAS show feature code and variant names already in the structure. This 

functionality needs to be transferred to the visualization to make it readable for those who do 

not know all the names by heart. 

 Show provision effects without loss of condition context 

Provisions are commonly used for various purposes when working with the VCR and should 

thus be usable in the visualization as well, preferably in such a way that filtered content is not 

necessarily entirely removed from the view since that causes a loss of context. 

 Provide error highlights 

The work with error analysis can be made more straightforward with well-planned highlights 

of potential error sources. Structure introduction level related issues and provision conflicts 

are examples of problems that could be easier identified with some type of highlight that 

draws user attention to a specific area of the structure. 

 Keep a history of user input 

VCR analysis often requires much exploration and stepping in and out of conditions. With a 

visualization that supports incremental expansion of the structure, it becomes necessary to 

keep a history of performed user actions and allow functionality similar to the back and 

forward buttons in a web browser. 

 Accommodate user preferences 

Due to the fact that people are different and both solve problems in different manners and 

have different previous experience, it naturally becomes important to allow users to configure 

the visualization view according to their personal preferences. This could be done by letting 

the user choose how they want data to be shown, for example to view it as a tree (see the tree 

style sketches in chapter 4.3.2) instead of a circular layout, or to toggle code names. 
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5 Evaluation 
The final phase of the study was the evaluation of the final visualization prototypes. This chapter 

contains a description of the chosen evaluation tasks, the general evaluation method and finally the 

evaluation results. 

5.1 Evaluation Method 
I designed the evaluation as a controlled, within-subject, counterbalanced comparative study, where the 

control condition was the existing Aros system and the experimental condition was my prototype. The 

goal of the evaluation was to determine: 

1. If the prototypes could support the user with the chosen analysis tasks integral to the task of 

performing structure maintenance, as mentioned in the original research question. See section 

1.1. 

2. What affordances and limitations were associated with the prototypes, compared to the existing 

system Aros. 

The second point was the reason the study was designed as a within-subject comparative study. In order 

to get rid of the unwanted advantages Aros would have over the visualization prototypes by being a 

complete working system with interactivity, it was decided that paper printouts from Aros should be 

used for the evaluation so that both methods were used in the same low-fidelity medium. The Scania 

supervisor aided in providing sufficient Aros transaction printouts to support a few alternative solutions 

to the evaluation tasks. During the Aros part of the evaluation, the participants could ask for the Aros 

transactions they would like to use. 

There were seven participants in the evaluation. Four of the participants had not taken part in the study 

before, the other three had participated in the initial user study but not the formative evaluation sessions. 

None of the participants had thus been exposed to the visualization prototypes before. All of them had 

experience with Aros. Additionally, three of the participants were from the sister department of RTMC, 

RTMP (Truck Product Coordination). The number of participants was lower than I would have wished 

for because I did not want to include employees who had participated in the formative sessions or in 

some other way already become too familiar with the sketches. 

Within-subject design was chosen for the evaluation for several reasons: More straightforward 

subjective comparison between the methods would be possible, variation in participant experience and 

approach to solution of the tasks was large and the available number of participants low. The low number 

of participants also led to the decision to not measure task completion time, since it would not be possible 

to obtain a statistically significant result. 

At the beginning of each session, participants were presented with a consent form if they had not already 

signed one, and instructions for the session. They also received a legend for the visualization prototype 

so that they could get a chance to familiarize themselves with what it would look like and ask questions 

before starting to solve the tasks. 

The evaluation tasks were given in different order to each participant in order to minimize the advantage 

of a learning effect on their performance for each task and to remove the risk that the same question 

always would go unsolved should the time run out. Each task was first solved with the visualization and 

then with the Aros printouts, since the pilot trial showed that the participants tended to not properly try 

to use the prototypes for analysis when they already knew the answer. It seemed to matter less the other 

way around since the participants were already confident in how the problem should be approached in 

Aros even before they knew the solution. In any case, the participants did not get to know whether their 

answer was correct until they had solved the problem with both methods in order to as much as possible 

lessen impact of them knowing the answer beforehand. 
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Due to the choice to perform the evaluation in low-fidelity, the comparative part of the study was mostly 

qualitative. The think aloud method was found to be a suitable method for the chosen tasks and with the 

limited number of participants, based on the comparison and description of evaluation methods by 

Holzinger [20]. It was also a feasible method since I had decided not to measure efficiency. After the 

participants had solved each evaluation task with both methods, they were asked about their subjective 

opinion on what they thought about the two methods and why. Task completion for each task and method 

was also measured, both in order to help answer the evaluation goals, but also to act as an indicator of 

whether failed tasks were failed because of issues with the visualization prototype or because of the task 

(participants were expected to be able to complete all tasks with Aros). 

5.2 Evaluation Tasks 
In cooperation with the Scania thesis supervisor, five tasks were formulated for use during the evaluation 

(Table 1). The idea was to make them similar to real tasks or parts of tasks the employees would possibly 

encounter when working. Each task was also made to test the visualizations’ ability to support one or 

more of the primary analysis tasks derived from the initial user study, see Table 2. 

Table 1: The five evaluation tasks that were used in the final evaluation of the prototypes. 

No. Evaluation tasks 

1 You have received the following error message: “FPC1258 is missing in the product 

specification but is required by the condition for FPC392D in PCS11524.”. What is the 

problem and why? 

2 The customer wants to have the exhaust outlet on the left hand side, which requires a specific 

silencer position. What is the reason for that specific position to become valid with the given 

provision? 

3 Find where in the structure the marked section from the TS extract is described. 

4 Is there a 100% coverage for FPC6313 for all basic truck specifications? 

5 A C specification that has been approved by TCR gets the attached error message in VCR. 

Based on the available information and with the assumption that TCR and VCR are correct, 

what change suggestions would you give the order department? 

All evaluation tasks tested “understanding feature code relationships”, due to the fact that understanding 

of feature relationships would be required in order to navigate the prototype sketches at all. Tasks 1, 4 

and 5 also tested primary task 3, “problem identification”. No particular task tested issues related to 

modularization (primary task 4) since none of the work done during the iterative prototyping phase had 

specifically addressed this part. Finally, evaluation task 4 was designed to test analysis of coverage, 

primary task 2. 

Table 2: The four primary analysis tasks and the evaluation tasks that tested them. 

Analysis Task Associated Evaluation Tasks 

Understanding  feature code relationships 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

Coverage analysis 4 

Problem identification 1, 4, 5 

Modularization — 

 

5.2.1 Task 1 
This task was designed to test error discovery support in the sketches. The error in question was a result 

of the technically complemented feature code 1258 being introduced on the wrong level in the VCR 

structure compared to the code of examination, 392. To solve this problem, the participant had to first 

find code 1258 in the graph, then compare its structure level number (6) to the structure level number 

of code 392 (5). The level number for 1258 was higher than for 392, which meant that when the 

conditions for 392 were checked, no variant had been chosen for the required feature code 1258. The 

level number for the missing feature code was marked in red in the sketch (Figure 12). 
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The Aros paper printouts for this problem were manipulated in order to simulate this error. To solve the 

problem in Aros, the participants had to compare Aros so called kom30f transactions (shows the path to 

a feature code down through the VCR structure) for the two codes to see their respective levels. 

5.2.2 Task 2 
The goal of this task was to test understanding of feature code relationships and the enhanced support 

the graph extension functionality (Figure 13) would provide for this purpose. In order to solve this 

problem, participants had to recognize which parts of the graph belonged to the provision, find the 

feature code for silencer position and finally examine the conditions for that position in the extended 

graph to see which codes satisfied those conditions. 

In Aros, the conditions for both feature code 392D (exhaust outlet on left hand side) and 4810E (the 

specific silencer position) had to be examined. The participant then had to figure out which part of the 

conditions for 4810 was valid for the given provision. This could be done either by manual inspection 

of the conditions and comparison to the provision, or by application of the provision directly to the 

condition view to use it as a filter. 

5.2.3 Task 3 
Task 3 was a general test of code relationship understanding. The TS (Technical Specification) contains 

the original rules for which a specific feature is valid, written in text. The used TS extract held the 

conditions for exhaust outlet on the left hand side, and the marked area the participants had to refer to 

can be found in Figure 19. The statement in the TS extract says that vehicles with the four mentioned 

wheel configurations (8x2 for example) cannot have the 

exhaust outlet on the left hand side if they have front air 

suspension. The four mentioned wheel configurations are all 

configurations that have two front axles. To solve the task, the 

participants had to identify feature code 1165 which denotes 

the number of front axles and see that variant B (2 axles) has a 

further condition for code and variant 2973B (front suspension springs). 

In Aros, the same information would have been found by examination of the condition view for 392D. 

5.2.4 Task 4 
Task 4 and its accompanying sketch were specifically designed for primary task 2, coverage, but also 

tested general understanding and problem identification. A coverage problem is the problem of finding 

out whether the conditions for a technically complemented feature code have been built in such a way 

that every vehicle that requires that code will end up with exactly one valid variant match. In this task, 

variant 2253F was not included as a valid option in any of the conditions for the four variants (A, B, C, 

Z) of 6313. In the sketch used in the evaluation (Figure 16), the participants had to read and understand 

the warning under the graph legend. 

In Aros, the participants had to check the VCR structure to investigate which variants were available for 

each of the feature codes included in the 6313 conditions (116, 2253, 392 and 4640). One of these 

printouts was modified so that the extra option of 2253F existed. They then had to methodically examine 

the conditions for each variant of 6313 to see if they together resulted in one valid condition branch for 

every combination of the other codes, and find that 2253F was not present anywhere. They also had the 

possibility to check the conditions for reaching 6313 in the structure, to confirm that only basic trucks 

would require that code. 

5.2.5 Task 5 
The main purpose of task 5 was to test how well the prototypes supported problem identification, 

specifically analyzing cause of and possible solutions to a received VCR error. The applied provision 

for this task included an error message caused by incompatible feature choices, namely front air 

Figure 19: The marked part of the TS extract 

used in evaluation task 3. 
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suspension was chosen in combination with the option for two front axles, which according to the 

condition required spring front suspension. To solve this task, participants had to find the part of the 

condition for 392D that caused it and suggest one or more possible ways to resolve it. Three possible 

solutions would be: change suspension type from air to spring, change the number of front axles or 

choose another exhaust outlet direction. In the visualization prototype, participants were aided by 

coloring that indicated both the erroneous feature code and other affected feature codes, see Figure 15. 

In Aros, the same solution had to be reached by examination of the conditions for 392D and comparison 

with the provided provision. 

5.3 Results 
Not all of the participants had time to attempt to solve all of the tasks. The average number of tasks 

attempted per participant was 3.7 out of 5. The total percentage of correct solutions was the same for 

both the prototypes and Aros, 62%. The number of participants that were able to complete versus not 

complete each task with the two methods can be found in Figure 20 below. 

 
Figure 20: Number of participants that completed or failed to complete each task for Aros and the visualization prototype 

respectively. 
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During the evaluation, some feedback collected was found to be general for the visualization prototypes 

versus Aros and not related to any specific task. This feedback is summarized in Table 3. 

Table 3: The participants’ perceived general strengths and weaknesses of using the visualization prototypes instead of Aros. 

General visualization prototype strengths and weaknesses in comparison to Aros 

Strengths  Can fairly easily understand how to read the graph 

 Do not need to know what you are looking for, all information is automatically 

available 

 Easier to read long conditions 

 All information in only one picture 

 Can see if a feature code is a response code or not while viewing the structure 

 First condition level feature codes are always grouped at the center 

Weaknesses  Does not provide as detailed information 

 Slower if you know what you are looking for 

 Difficult to find a specific feature code, no search function 

 Many irrelevant things to look through 

 Does not show variant names 

 More difficult to see which condition level a feature code is on 

 

In addition to the general feedback given by the participants, some points of feedback were related to 

specific tasks. Task 3 did not give rise to any specific feedback. Feedback and other notes for the 

remaining four tasks is summarized per task below in Tables 3-6. 

Table 4: The participants’ perceived strengths and weaknesses of using the visualization prototypes instead of Aros specifically 

for evaluation task 1. 

Task 1 visualization prototype strengths and weaknesses in comparison to Aros 

Strengths  Can quickly see the error area without much analysis work  

 Can discover potential level errors before they occur 

Weaknesses  Cannot tell if a feature code is complemented in VCR or TCR 

 Cannot check other potential sources of error 

A note made for task 1 was that two of the three participants that did not manage to complete the task 

with the visualization had identified the problem as a problem with levels, but compared the level of the 

problematic code 1258 with the closest code in the condition branch (6179) instead of with the code of 

examination (392D). 

Table 5: The participants’ perceived strengths and weaknesses of using the visualization prototypes instead of Aros specifically 

for evaluation task 2. 

Task 2 visualization prototype strengths and weaknesses in comparison to Aros 

Strengths  Can request information incrementally 

 Provides a built-in history of previous examinations 

 Provision highlight simplifies analysis 

 Can still see the parts that are not part of the provision 

Weaknesses  Sometimes unclear which feature code a variant belongs to 

 Would require many mouse clicks to often open/close branches 

 Did not understand that a provision was being shown 
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Table 6: The participants’ perceived strengths and weaknesses of using the visualization prototypes instead of Aros specifically 

for evaluation task 4. 

Task 4 visualization prototype strengths and weaknesses in comparison to Aros 

Strengths  A warning is good to prompt further investigation 

 Gives a good overview of a feature code’s variants 

 Easy to see which variant a structure part belongs to thanks to coloring 

Weaknesses  Cannot see from the graph itself that a variant is missing 

 Cannot see all available variants for each feature code in the graph 

 No way to see if there are any conditions higher up in the structure that govern 

whether this feature code is required or not 

 Already many colors on some parts of the graph, will not work well for feature 

codes with many more variants 
 

Table 7: The participants’ perceived strengths and weaknesses of using the visualization prototypes instead of Aros specifically 

for evaluation task 5. 

Task 5 visualization prototype strength and weaknesses in comparison to Aros 

Strengths  Can easily see which part of the structure contains the error without doing an 

exhaustive search of the condition 

 Potential expansion of the graph will allow investigation of conditions related to 

the error 

 Can see the problem and possible solutions without knowing much about the area 

Weaknesses  Cannot see other variants of the feature code of examination (392D) 

 The red coloring on the problematic feature code is confusing, looks like variant 

B is already part of the provision 

In addition to the above described feedback, a few other things worth noting were mentioned by some 

of the participants. One was “Analysis of VCR areas that you are not familiar with is difficult with both 

methods”, which was said by four participants; one from RTMC and three from RTMP. Another was “I 

would like to use both methods, visualization could be a good complement to Aros and OAS” which 

was also said by four participants, two RTMC and two RTMP. Additional comments were related to 

personal preference, some said that they simply prefer either a more visual approach like the one 

presented in the prototypes or a stricter and more organized approach like the one used in Aros or OAS. 

Several participants also said that they think they would have had much fewer problems solving tasks 

with the visualization if they had been a little more used to it, since it was their first time they saw the 

information presented like that. 

6 Discussion 
In this chapter, the achieved results and chosen method are discussed and analyzed along with 

suggestions for future work on this topic. 

6.1 Results 
The results of this study can be divided into three different areas of contribution: analysis tasks, 

visualization functionality requirements and affordances and limitations of node-link graph 

representations. These contributions will be presented and discussed here, relating back to the questions 

asked in section 1.1 and the related work presented in section 2.1. 
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6.1.1 Analysis Tasks 
The first results obtained during this study were the identified areas of application and analysis tasks 

that the product coordinators had to perform when working with the VCR that I used as a basis for my 

prototyping. They provided an answer to the first of the sub-questions asked in this study, namely: 

1. What analysis tasks do users do when they perform maintenance on the structure? 

While some of the found tasks were fairly specific to Scania’s VCR, most of them were tasks that in 

some form needs to be performed on feature dependency structures in general. Understanding 

dependency relationships between product features, ensuring full rule coverage without overlaps and 

verification of rule validity are for example all tasks that were brought up by Tidstam et al in their 

various studies [10] [11] [12]. These identified analysis tasks therefore confirm previous research and 

provide a good indication of what visualizations of feature dependency structures should aim to support 

the maintenance focused users with. It also provides direction for investigation of feature dependency 

structure related tasks other than configuration, which has already been heavily focused on as can be 

seen in for example the overview made by Pleuss et al [7]. 

6.1.2 Visualization Functionality Requirements 
The second type of results obtained were the functionality requirements presented in chapter 4.3.4. They 

provided answers to the second sub-question of this study, which was: 

2. What requirements should be put on a visualization aimed at supporting the identified analysis 

tasks? 

The found requirements were however either quite specific to Scania’s VCR and as such do not provide 

much insight into functionality requirements for feature dependency structure visualizations in general, 

or already commonly known visualization guidelines. The exception and most interesting requirement 

was the call for a functionality that allows the user to follow chains of conditions in order to make 

implicit dependencies more visible. This is a functionality that is seemingly lacking in visualizations 

suggested in previous studies, such as the tools developed by Tidstam et al [12] or Bronsvoort et al. [13], 

but yet very integral for helping users understand the structure. Error highlighting, while not very 

surprising, was also one of the more generalizable requirements found that other automotive companies 

could have use of. 

6.1.3 Affordances and Limitations 
The third last part of results obtained in this study were from the evaluation of the six final sketches’ 

ability to support the four analysis tasks that they were developed for. These results help verify the 

feasibility of using node-link graph representations for feature dependency structure visualizations and 

also provide insight about the affordances and limitations such a representation brings. 
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The first point concerned is the feasibility of the representation for structure maintenance related analysis 

tasks. Out of the four primary analysis tasks that were chosen as a basis for prototyping, the prototypes 

were able to support understanding  of code relationships well, problem identification satisfactorily and 

analysis of coverage and modularization not at all. For each of the tasks, basis for this conclusion can 

be found in Text box 2 below. 

Interesting to note is that as can be seen in Figure 20, participants generally were not able to complete a 

task with Aros when they could not complete it with the prototypes. This indicates that unsolved tasks 

might to a large degree have been a result of too difficult tasks rather than problems with the prototypes, 

since participants were expected to be able to solve all tasks with Aros. 

Based on the prototypes’ ability to successfully support some of the tasks in Text box 2, I conclude that 

the node-link graph representation is definitely a viable solution for presentation and analysis of feature 

dependency structures, giving more credibility to the related suggestions and implementations done by 

Bronsvoort et al [13]. With that said, the subjective feedback from the evaluation shows that such a 

representation has clear affordances and limitations compared to text-based systems such as Scania’s 

Aros. This brings us back to the primary research question of this study: 

What are the major affordances and limitations of a node-link graph style visualization aimed at 

supporting Scania product coordinators with analysis tasks required for maintenance of Scania’s 

Variant Combination Register? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Understanding code relationships 

This was tested in all of the evaluation tasks and participants generally did not have any problem 

understanding how codes in the sketches related to each other, and they exhibited a success rate 

of 50% or more for 4 out of 5 of the tasks. In particular, they were very successful with the task 

requiring analysis of a short condition chain and the task requiring understanding how the codes 

involved in a provision conflict affected each other. 

Analysis of coverage 

Participants were unanimously unsuccessful in identifying a coverage problem with the help of 

the prototypes. The sketches used for this purpose exhibited rationale gap [19] related issues 

where the participants could not find the necessary information in the graph themselves but were 

instead expected to trust a textual warning. 

Problem identification 

For the problem identification task, participants were able to solve the evaluation task presenting 

a level error reasonably well and the task with a conflicting provision perfectly well. As stated 

previously, they were however not able to identify the coverage problem. 

Modularization 

Not evaluated since no prototypes were developed for this purpose. 

 

Text box 2: Summary of evaluation results for each of the four primary analysis tasks. 
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The identified affordances and limitations that answer the question are presented below in Table 8. 

Table 8: Summary of the discovered affordances and limitations of using a node-link graph representation for Scania’s 

dependency structure; the VCR. 

Prototype affordances and limitations 

Affordances  Overview 
Much of the positive feedback given by the participants points to overview 

being an important strength of the prototypes. Participants for example 

appreciated being able to have important information in one picture, such as 

feature code types, feature code levels, occurred errors and the conditions 

themselves. 

 Context 
Related to overview, the prototypes also appeared to be successful at 

providing the users with context of the different pieces of information 

shown. Examples include the grayed-out structure parts when a provision 

was used for filtering and the automatic history of interactions provided by 

the incrementally expandable condition chains. 

 Exploration 
Thanks to the good support for overview and context mentioned above, the 

prototypes would make a good tool for exploration of the structure’s 

complex dependencies. The participants liked the idea of being able to 

incrementally expand the graph since it would let them follow dependency 

chains as far as they felt necessary, enhancing their understanding of 

especially implicit dependencies. 

 

Limitations  Information lookup 
A recurring theme found in the negative feedback given by participants was 

that it was difficult and time-consuming to find specific pieces of 

information such as a specific feature or variant in the prototypes. The 

reason was that they had to manually search through a lot of information 

irrelevant to the task at hand. 

 Detail 
Many of the issues the participants experienced were related to a lack of 

more detailed information in the prototypes. They were for example 

missing variant names, exhaustive lists of all existing variants for a feature 

code and additional feature code types. This was furthermore a major 

reason for all of the participants failing with the coverage analysis task. 

 

 

From the above found affordances, I draw the conclusion that the prototypes would be a good 

complement to the existing systems that are currently better for tasks relating to information lookup and 

detail. The element of incremental exploration is an improvement from the similar design ideas used by 

Bronsvoort et al [13]. Interesting to note is also that both my node-link prototypes and the tool developed 

by Tidstam et al. [12] address the same problem by trying to gather all the important information in one 

interface, but their tool is less focused on exploration and overview and more on verification of details. 

The two approaches could therefore also possibly complement each other. It is however important to 

note that there may be other minor affordances and limitations associated with a node-link graph 

representation than those that I were able to identify through this study. More work may therefore be 

needed to confirm these results. 

Furthermore, the limitations found for the prototypes could to a large extent be mitigated by the addition 

of appropriate interaction. It would for example be possible to add a search functionality and provide 

the users with a lot more details on demand upon click. Interaction is also necessary to bring out the full 

potential of the identified affordances.  
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Some other general observations were that the evaluation results indicated an overall positive attitude 

towards the visualization prototypes, but that the participants’ comments also showed that personal 

preference plays a big part in how they feel about the visualization, something which it is difficult to 

avoid. Using the visualization as a complement to existing systems rather than a replacement is one part 

of the solution, and letting users select representation style (i.e. standard tree instead of circular) could 

be another. Finally, the participants were quite successful with the prototypes even though they had 

never seen the sketches before the evaluation session, which indicates that they were fairly easy to 

understand. 

6.2 Choice of Method 
The methods I chose to use in this study have a few different weaknesses that are important to keep in 

mind. Starting with the evaluation, some known sources of insecurity in the results were: 

 Participants were naturally much more experienced with and used to Aros 

- Could have been countered by a more extensive introduction to the prototypes prior to 

the evaluation, but that would have negatively affected the possibility to evaluate how 

intuitive the design was. 

 Aros was always the second method the participants used for solving each task 

- As explained in the methods section, this was a choice made after an initial pilot study 

showing that the opposite order caused participants to not properly try to use the 

prototypes. This issue was also deemed to be less important since the participants 

were expected to be able to solve the tasks with Aros anyway. 

 Using Aros on paper printouts does not reflect normal work practice 

- Difficult to measure the effects of this, but since the participants were able to see 

several Aros pages next to each other which they would not have been able to do 

normally, the net impact should be negligible. 

 Participants had different amounts of previous experience with the VCR areas used in 

the evaluation 

- This was an issue that I did not consider when I designed the evaluation. In two 

known instances, the participants solved the task without referring to either Aros or 

the prototypes. There is no guarantee that this was not a problem in other instances as 

well, and it thus remains a source of insecurity in the results. Additionally, the 

participants who were from a department not normally working with the VCR area 

used experienced problems because they were too unfamiliar with it. That problem did 

however apply to both solution methods and should not influence the results of the 

comparison that much. 

 As with all user studies, there is no guarantee that the users accurately can describe what 

they need 

- Difficult to do something about, but during the contextual inquiry and interviews most 

participants said that they did not understand how the VCR would even be possible to 

visualize at all. The few people who expressed their idea of a visualization talked 

about something matrix-like since that was how the Technical Specifications were 

written. I think this at least indicates that my prototypes were not created exclusively 

on user input. 

In addition to the possible sources of error found in the evaluation, the mainly qualitative nature of the 

study brings some general points of insecurity in the results. All data gathered through observations, 

interviews and evaluation has in some sense been subjectively interpreted by me during the process of 

transcription and analysis and may therefore be colored by my previously existing expectations and 

experiences. In any case, this possibility was known beforehand and I have made an effort to remain as 

objective as possible. 
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Low reproducibility is another consequence of the chosen qualitative methods. It is unlikely that 

observations and semi-structured interviews would produce the exact same results again. Especially 

since experience, preferences and problem solving approaches varies between participants. A fairly low 

number of participants (26 across all observations, interviews and evaluations) and lack of quantitative 

measurements also means that statistical analysis with any greater significance was unfeasible. As an 

explorative initial investigation into the benefits of using a visualization to support work with the VCR, 

the qualitative results are however deemed to be sufficient to indicate that the idea is valid and generally 

on par with the text based systems, and that it may even provide an advantage over the existing systems 

under certain circumstances.  

6.3 Future Work 
I have identified several areas that could be considered for future work on this topic, apart from general 

adjustments and improvements of the prototypes presented in this report: 

 Investigate solutions to more of the identified analysis tasks 

 Investigate interactivity 

 Inclusion of the temporal aspect of the structure 

 Investigate other possible target groups 

 Comparison with other visual structures 

Before the prototyping phase, I decided to focus on prototyping for four of the ten analysis tasks 

identified during the initial part of the study, and only followed through with concepts for three of those 

four. However, several of the other tasks could definitely be worth investigating more closely to further 

improve visualization solutions for feature dependency structures in general. Over specification and 

verification were for example mentioned as challenging in previous studies [10] [11] [12], and they 

could possibly benefit from a node-link type visualization. Since exploration was found to be a primary 

affordance of the node-link graph representation used for the prototypes, I would suggest that anyone 

looking to support additional analysis tasks focus on those that are explorative in nature. 

The focus of this study was on visual representations and interaction was therefore left outside of the 

scope from the beginning. Some of the prototypes and received feedback did touch on interaction, for 

example the simulation of possible incremental expansion of conditions in one of the final sketches or 

the user need for a search function. Thorough investigation into interaction for node-link type 

visualizations of feature dependency structures is nevertheless necessary and could be an interesting 

topic for future studies.  

Another aspect that was left outside the limitations of this study from the beginning was the dynamic 

nature of the data. In Scania as in other companies, the products are consistently under further 

development in order for them to remain relevant and competitive. This means that the feature 

dependency structures that the product variability is based on are also always evolving. It is therefore 

necessary for a visualization of such feature dependency structures to properly convey changes over 

time. No previous studies seem to have focused on this specific issue, which makes it interesting to 

focus future work on. 

As feature dependency structures like the VCR are often part of a bigger PLM (Product Lifecycle 

Management) system that spans the entire organization [2], the topic of making those structures 

accessible to other groups of employees becomes even more important. Investigation into other possible 

target groups of a visualization like this is therefore something that could further prove the benefits of 

visualizing feature dependency structures. 

Finally, I suggest that the node-link graph representation suggested in this study should be formally 

compared to other visual structures suggested for the same purpose. Tidstam and Malmqvist had already 

compared list and matrix-type visualizations and found that matrix-type was favored by the users [11], 
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so the next step could be to compare the matrix-type representation with the node-link graphs of this 

study. 

7 Conclusion 
This study has shown that a node-link graph representation is a valid visualization option for supporting 

Scania product coordinators with some of the analysis tasks required to maintain Scania’s feature 

dependency structure, the VCR. In particular, the prototypes were able to support the two tasks of 

understanding code relationships and problem identification. It has also shown that the major 

affordances of this method of representation are exploration, overview and context. Furthermore, the 

major limitations are information lookup and access to details. 

In addition to the above, this study has also resulted in a list of analysis tasks involved in maintenance 

of dependency structures that in part confirms tasks identified in previous studies and in part provides 

new insight into what kind of tasks users need more support with. Two important visualization 

functionality requirements were also discovered: the need for a tool that supports exploration of implicit 

dependency relationships between product features in a manner that preserves the context of every step, 

and the need for effective error highlighting. 

Finally, related work was presented indicating that the difficulties experienced by Scania employees 

working with dependency structure maintenance exist within other automotive companies with a high 

degree of product feature variability as well. The findings of this study are therefore expected to be 

highly relevant for visualization of feature dependency structures in the automotive industry as a whole. 

Hopefully, successful and widespread introduction of similar visualization solutions throughout the 

industry can help contribute to higher efficiency, more satisfied customers and in the end a reduction of 

time and resources wasted due to insufficient error detection during the order and manufacturing 

processes.  
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